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·1- Introduction 

Although the Vavilov-Cherenkov effect i~ a well established phenomenon widely used 
in physics and technology [1], many its aspects remain rininvestigated up to now. In 
particular, it is not clear how .takes place a. transition ·from the sub-light velocity 
regime to the the super-light one. Some time ago (2,3} it was suggested that side by 
side with the usual Cherenkov and bremsstrahlung shock waves, the shock wa.ve as
sociated with the charged particle passing the medium light velocity c,; should ex~t. 
The considerati~n presented there was pure qu-alitative without any formulae and 
numerical results. It wa.s grounded on the analogy with the phenomena occurring 
in acoustics and hydrodynamics. It seems to us that this analogy is not complete. 
In fact, the electromagnetic waves are pure transversal, while acoustic and hydrody
namic waves contain longitudinal components. Further, the analogy itself cannot be 
considered as a final proof. • ' 

Usually, treating the Vavilov-Cherenkov effect, one considers the charge motion in 
an infinite medium with a constant velocity v > .: ... In the absence of Cn dispersion, 
there is no electromagnetic field (EMF) before the Mach cone accompanying the 
charge, an infinite EMF on the Mach .cone itself and finite vahiE'.s of EMF strengths 
behind it (see, e.g., [4]). In thi'l case an information concerning the transition effects 
arising when charge velocity coincides with~,; is lost (except for the existence ofthe 
Cherenkov shock wave itself). Thus, there is a necessity to c_~nsider accelerated arid 
decelerated charge motions and to study above mentioned effects. ' 

In Ref. [5J it was considered the straight-line motion of the charge~. particle with 
a ~onstant acceleration: z = af·. It is easy to check that tl1is motion law is obtained 

·from the relativistic equation 

d v 
m-dt Jt _ /32 = eE, 

dz 
v=- ~~ / dt' p=vc, 

(m is the rest mass) for the following eiectric field duected al~ng the z axis 

E -. 2ma 
z- e(I-4azfc2 )312 " 

(1.1) 

For the case of accelerated motion it was found there-that two shock waves arise 
when charge velocity coiricid~s with c,,.· .First of them is'.a w~ll-kno~n Cherenkov 
shock viave eM having the form of the Mach cone and propagating' with the velocit,y 
of charge. The second of these ~a.ves (CL) closing the·Mach cone and propagating 
with the velocity c,. is just the shockwave existence of which was predicted in_Refs. 
[2,3]. These two waves form an indivisible entity .. As. tiuie goes, the dimensions of 
this complex grow, but its form remains essentially ilu; saine. The singularities of of 
e~ and eM shockwaves are th'e same and much stronger than the singularity of the 
bremsstrahlung shock wave arising from the beginning of charge motion. : 

For the case. of decelerated motion it was fo~nd in the same reference that an 
additional shock wave arises at the moment. when charge velocity coincides with 

·-\ti~•ltii;.r.lfi J;i4~TJT -~ 
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· c,.. This wave being detached from the charge exists even. after t~rn~ination ·of the 
charge motion. It propagates with the velocity c,. and has the same singularity as 
the Cherenkov shock wave. · 

The drawback of Ref. (5} is that the electric field ( L 1) maintaining charge motion 
tends to oo as z approaches c2 

/ 4a. · This singularity makes. t.he creation . of electric 
field (1.1) to be rather problem.;_tic. This, in turn, cmy.plicates. the. experimental 
verification of the shock waves existence predicted in [2,3]. 

Here we consider the straight-line motion of a point charge in a conRtant uniform 
electric field and evaluate EMF arising from·such a motion. Obviously, it. is mucli 
easier to create the constant uniform electric field than the singular electric field 
(1.1). Qualitatively, we confirm the results obtained in (5J concerning the existence 
of new shock waves associated with the passing the light medium velocity. 

·Previously, t.he accelerated motion of the point charge in a vacuum was considered 
bySchott [6}. Yet, his qualitative consideration wa.;, pure geometrical, ~ot.allowing 
the numerical investigations. 

2 Statement of the· p4ysical .problem 
~1 ,' 

Let .~ charged particle ino~es inside th~ medium with the polarizabilities E and jJ. 

along the given trajectory ((t). Then, its :EMF aUhe observation point (p, ~) is 
given by the Lienard-Wiechert·. potentici.ls · . ' · · 

- e '"""' 1 . ' .. - CJ.' r V; . 
4i(r, t)= ;_L..I&I, A(r, t) =. 7 L.IR.I' d

'·A- .EJ.' ,. 
w. -h --,4) = 0 

' <.: - ?' 
(2.1) 

Here. 

v; = (~f)l~=t;> . R. = jr- ((t,)l-·iii(r- {(t,))fc, 

and c, is the light velocity inside the medium (c, = cj..j4i). The summing in (2.1) 
is performed over all physical roots of t.he equation . . . .· . . . 

cn(t-:- t')= lr~ ((t')l (2.2) 

To preserve the causality, the time ofradiation t'· should be smaller th!l-n the obser
vation' time t. Obviously, t' depends on the coordinates r, t of the point P at which 

·the EMF is observed. With.the account of.(2:2) one gets for R. ' 
'· 

'E..,;· Cn(t- t;)- v;(r- {(t;))/Cn . (2.3) 

Consider the motion of t.lte ~barged p~int-like par~icle of the rest mass m inside the 
medium in a constant electric field E ~long the Z axi'l .. The rnot.ion law is given by 
(see, e.g.,[7]) . . . 

z(t) = Jzg + c2t 2 - zo,· zo = mc2
/ E > 0. 

·~~~~~r::-;:i;·;·.«~ .. 
~i:;'",-·:::~.5 .. :;~:! "::~.:.:: ... ;"j 
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The charge v':locity is given by 

dz · · . 
v = dt = c2t(z~ + c2t2)-l/2 .. 

Clearly, it tends to the light velocity in vacuum for t --+ oo. The. retarded times t' 
satisfy the following equation 

c~(t- t') = ~2 + (; + z0 -'-. Jzg + c2tn ?J112 

. It. is convenient to introduce the dimensionless vanables 

t=ctfzo, z=z/zo, p=pfzo 

Then, 

a(i- t') =[,OJ+ (z + 1- JI +in )2]112, a= c,fc 

In order not to overload exposition we drop the tilda signs: . . . . . . 

a(t- t') = (p2 + (z +1 :_ v'I + tr;z )2JII2 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

For the treated· case of one-dimensional' motion the· denoniinators: R; are gh-'en by: 

R. = l'l!~~[a2(t-:: t,)\ji + q -,t;(z + i-'- .j1 + tf)J 
·'' . .. . : . 

.. · (2.9) 

We consider the following twoprbblem8 : . . . 
I. A charged particle rests at the "origin up to a moment t' = o. After that it is 
unifor~ly accelerated ill th'e poSitive direction of the z axis. . . . . . . .. 
I( A charged pa~ticle deceierates u~ifo~mly moving from z = oo to the origin. After· . 
the moment t' = 0 it rests there. . · · ··. · . .· . ' .. 

It .. is· easy to check that the moying charge acquires the ligM velocity Cn at .the 
moments tc ,;: ±afv'I-: a 2for the·acet;lerated and decelerated motion, resp. The 
positio~ r;;f a chargeat those m~me~ts.is. z1 ~ 1/-Jl- 0!2 :- i~ "· · · " · 
It i~- our aim to investigate spaee-time distribution of EMF arising from such particle 
motions. For' th~ we should solve Eq.(2.B): Squari~g it we obtain the fourth degree 
algebraic equation relative tot'. It is just this. way of finding sltock waves positions· 
whi~h was adopted in [5}. It wasshown.in the sa.llle refer~m:e that there is another, 
much simpler approach for recovering of.these singularities (it was extensively used 
by Schott [6J). We seek zeros of denm~ators. R. entering into the definition of 
electrom.agnetic potentials (2.1 ). They are ~btained from the equation 

,a
2(t ~ t')v'l + tn -_t'(z + 1- v'I + tn) = 0 

,- • • < > "- ' 
(2."10) 

We rewrite (2.8) in the form 
' ' - • - • ~ ' • • > 

p
2 = a2(t- t')2

- (z + 1- v'l+ t'2.)2 •. (2.11) 

3. 



R~co~ering t' from (2.10) and substit~ting it into (2.1l)w~ find tl1e surfac~s p(z,t) 
carrying the singularities of electromagnetic potentials. They are just shock waves 
which we seek for. It turns out that the bremsstrahlung shock waves (i.e., moving 
singularities arising from the beginning or t.ermination of a charge motion) are not 
described by Eqs. · (2.10) and (2.11 ). The reason for this is that .. on these surfaces 
the elect.romagnetic strengtlis, not potentials, are singular [4]. 'The mentioned-abo~·e 
simplified procedure for recovering of EMF singularities is to find solutions of (2.10) 
and (2.11)-and add to them "by hands" the positions of the bremsstrahlung shock 
waves defined- by the equation r = Cllt, r :: J p2 + z2 . The equivalence of this 
approach to the complete solution of (2.8)'was proved in [5}. · 

3 _ Numerical results 

Accelerated motion. 
For the first of the treated problems ( uniform acceleration of the charge initially 

resting at the origin) the result~d configurations of the shock waves are- shown in 
-Fig.! ( a = 1/2), and Fig. 2 (a = 1/4). ·We see on .them the Cherenkov shock 
wave CM having the form of the Mach coneand the surface CL closing the Mach 
cone. It turn~ out. that_the surfaCe cL~ with a good accuracy is approximated by 
the part of the sphere i"' + (z- zz)Z = (t '- tr)Z (shown by the short-dash curve 
C) describing tl}e shock wave emitted from the poi1it z1 = (1 - tl!2 )-:112 - 1 at the 
moment tc = ('<(1 - u-2

)..;.
112 'wheJt the velocity of the charged particle coincides with 

the velocity of light in the medium. On the internal sides of the surfaces CL and Cu 
electromagnetic potentials acquire the infiriite values. On the exter~al side of c M 

lying outside of C0 the electromagnetic. potentials are z~ro (as'there are nosolut.!or1s 
there). On the external sides of CL and on the part of t.hd eM surface lying inside 
C0 the electromagnetic potentials have finite' values. . '. . . - .. 

The positions of the shock waves for differ~nt observation times are shown in Fig. 
3 (CY = 1/2) and Fig. 4 (CY = 1/4). Tlie dime~sioti of the 'Mach cone is zero for 
t < tz and continuously rises with timet> tr. Thephysicalreason for this.is thatC~ 
shock wave closing the Mach cone propagates with' the light v~lo~ity c,.; while the 
head part of the Mach cone Cu attached't~ the chatged parti~Ie pro.pagate~ with 
the velocity v > c... · ·- · . · · · . . .. 

In the negative z .semi-space the experimentalist wili det.ect only- the brem8strahlung . 
- shock ":ave. In the· positive;z semi-space the observer pl~ced' no-t. not. very far from 

the z axis will detect Cherenkov shock wave firtJt, bremsstrahlung sl10ck wave later 
and, finally, shock wa:'-·e originating from: charge exceeding the medium light. velocity. 
The observer at t_he larger distai1ce' from the 'z axis- will see only the bremsstrahlu~g 
~~w~ . . 

In the gasdynamics.tl~e exist.enc:e of at least two shock waves attached to the finite 
body moving with a supersonic velocity was proved on thevery general groundsby 
Landau and Lifshitz ([SJ , Chapter 13). In the present context we associate them 
with(] L and C M shock waves: .. 

_/ 
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Decelerated motion. 
Now we turn t~ the second problem (uniform deceleration of t.h~ charg~d particle 

along the positive z semi-axis up to a moi:nent t = 0 after which it ·rests at. t.l1e origin). 
In this case only negative retarded tin~es t, have a physical meaning: , 
For the observation time t > 0 the resulting configuration of the sliock waves is shown 
in Fig.5' for ,_y = 1/2 and Fig.6 ~or t~ = 1/4 . On them we see the bremsstrahlung 
shark wave Co arising from the termination of the charge motion and the blmit 
shock_ w~ve Cu. Its head pa~t. with. a good accuracy is described by. the sphere 
p: + l z - Zl )" = ( t -t- t1 )

2 (show u by the short"dash curve) correspondiiig to the shock 
wave emitted from the point Zi = ( l-c<2

)- 112 - 1 at the moment t/ = -CY( 1- c~2)- 1 12 . 

when the. velocity ·of the dec~lerated charged paricle coincides with the velocity of 
light in the medium. The electromagneti<: potentials vanish outside of CM (as no· 
solution~> exiflt there)_ and acquire, the infinite values .OIL the .. interna) part of CM. 
Therefore, the surf~~~"au represents the sho~k wave. A:(a·r~~~li;'for the decelerated 
motion after terminat.ion of the particle motion (t > 0) one has the 8hock wave Cu 
and the bremsstrahlung shock wave C0 arising from the termination of the particle 
motion. 

The positions of th~ shock waves forditl'e~~nt observation times are shown in Fig. : 
7 (ti = 1/'2) and Fig. 8 (,;,; 1/4). One flC~S on them how the acute Cherenkov shock 
w~ve ~ttach~'d to tliC moving charge t.ran8fonl.1,; in~o the bltlnt tJhock wave detached 
from the charge: ·. · · . · . , • 

For t.he decelerated motioi1 and t <: 0 (i.e., b~fore.termination.oft.he charge mo-_ 
tion) the physi<;a:t soluti~n,.; exist only inside th~ Mach cone Cu ( t =,-2 on Figs .. 7 
and H). On the inierna.l boundarieS' of the ~-la~h cones the elect.romagnrtic potentials 
acquire the infinite values. O!t titeir external boundaries t'he elt'ctromagndic poten
tials an· zero ca:s iw sohitioi;~ exist th~rtT wt;~I~~il;; -~i~·arg~·~·elocit.y. coincides with . 
.;,. the Cher~nkov shock wave leavPs the cliarge and Pxpand!'l ;it.i1 i hP velocity ·~,. 
(t = 2, 4 and 8 on Figs. 7 anf 8). As it was mentioned the blunt. head parts of these 
waves with a good accuracy is approximated by t.he equation p 2 +I z-' .:;1" = (ti-t;)~ 
(short-dash curves). · .. 

ln the negative ;; semi-space the experimentalist will detect the blunt slJOck wave 
first and bre~sstrahlimg shock wave later. In the positive .: sen"1i~~pare for the ob
servation point not' very far from.t.he .z axis the observer will set' Cherenko'v shock 
wav~ first. and bremsstrahlung shock wave later .. For larger distances -from the z axis 
he will see the. blunt shock associated wit.h the 

1

passing ~f the medium light velocity 
first and bren1sstrahlung shock,wave iater . . - ··· ·. '· -

In order not to immper the exposition we did not mention on the 'continuous 
radiation which reaches the obset:ver between the arrival_oftwo "hockwaves or after 
t.he arrival of the ~~~t sho~kwa:ve. It is easily restored from the complet.e exposition 
present.<-d in Ref. [5} for the z = at" motion law. Also, in order not to ovPrload 
Figs. 3,4,7 and ::\ we did _not show on ~hem the br~nl.ssJlung shock waves . Their 
positions is re~tored by using the equation r = CYt, r = p2 + z2 , t > 0. 
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Fig. I: Distribution of the shock waves for the uniformly accelerated charge and 
a = 1/2, t = 2 ( 0/ is-the ratio of the light velocity in medium to that of in vacuum). 
CM is the Chen;nkov shock wave, CL is the t-Jhock wave emitted from the point 
Zl = (1 - ,.,J)-112 -1 at the moment tr = 01(1 - o:'2)-112 when tl1~ charge velocity 
coincides. with the medium light velocity. With a good accuracy it is. described by 
the spherical surface p2 + (z- z1f' = (t- t1)2 (shown by th~ short-dash curve). Co. 
is the bremsstrahlung shoch waveoriginatin{from the begin~ting (at the momenl. 
t = 0) of the charge motion. ·' 
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Fig.2: The same a.<> in Fig. I .but for 01 = 1/4. 
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Fig.3: Time evolution. of the shock waves for. the uniformly accelerated charge 

and 01 = 1/2. CM is the usual Cherenkov shock wave, CL is the shock wave emitted 
at .the moment when the charge velocity coincides with the medium light velocity. 
Short dash curves C are the ~arne as .in Fig. 1. 
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Fig.5: The distribution of the shock waves for the uniformly decelerated charge 

( u: :::: 1/2, t = 2). Gu i'l the blunt shock wave, Part of it with a good accuracy 
it is approximated by t.he spherical surface p~ + (z- zc)2 = (t +lc)2 (it is shown 
by .short dash curve 0). 0 0 is the bremsstrahlung shock wave originat.ing from t.he 
termination (at the moment t = 0) of the charge motion. 
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. Fig.6: The same as in Fig.S butfor u: = 1/4. 
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Fig. 7: Continuous transformation oft he Cherenkov sho~k wave attached. to a 
movingcharge (t = -2) into the blunt shock waves (t.= 2, 4,8) d~t.achedfroma. 
charge for the decelerated motion and L~ = 1/2. The charge motion t~rminates at 
the moment t = 0. The numbers near the curv~s mean the observation time8. Short 
dash curve>c~ art> the same as in Fig; 5. 
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Fig.8: The same as in Fig.7 but for Ll! = 1/4. 
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4 Conchision 

To the end, we studied the space-time distribution of the~ electromagnetic field aris
ing from the accelerated charge motion. This motion is maintained by the constant 
electric field which is easy to create in practice. We confirm the qualitative predic
tions of Refs. [2,3] concerning the existence of the IWW shock ~ave ( in addition .to 
the Cerenkov shock wave) arising when the charge velocity coincides with the light 
velocity in medium. The quantitive conclusions made in [5J for less realistic electric 
field maintaining the accelerated charge motion are also confirmed. We sp,ecify un
der wl)at conditions ~nd in which spac;_time regions the mentioned above new shock 
waves do exist. It would be interesting to observe these shock waves experimentally. 
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